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THE STORY OF

A F G H A N TA L E S

The exhibition Afghan Tales has its roots in a project
established in 2011 aimed at professionalising and
supporting a revitalisation of Afghan photography.
Upon the initiative of the Danish Centre for Culture
and Development and the Danish Embassy in Kabul,
the socioeconomic company Commerce & Culture
was invited to design and manage a four year project
with the objective of developing and implementing a
strategy to help professionalise Afghan photography.
Commerce & Culture engaged in a long research process locating the widely dispersed and often difficultly reached community of photographers in Afghanistan. Due to insecure conditions for copyright many
photographers were reluctant to present their work
online, just as the ban on photography imposed by
the ousted Taliban regime still left the general safety situation for photographers somewhat uncertain.
Through this investigative process Commerce & Culture gained a unique access and insight into contemporary Afghan photography and in 2013 established
the Afghan Photography Network in collaboration
with Kabul based 3rd Eye Photojournalism Centre. As
Commerce & Culture became more deeply acquainted
with contemporary Afghan photography and the cultural
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diversity it conveys, contemplations began of how to
make this available to a wider international audience.
In 2014 Afghan Tales was created as an independent
project run by Commerce & Culture.

The network and collaborative efforts that Commerce
& Culture established during the project in Afghanistan form the basis for the extensive archive from
which the Afghan Tales exhibition is composed. Several thousand photographs are already in the archive
with regular new additions coming in which makes
Afghan Tales one of the largest dynamic archives on
contemporary Afghan photography. It includes a variety of practices and themes and appoints importance
both to technical excellence and to the strength of the
story and circumstances of the photograph alike. As
such, Afghan Tales offers a kaleidoscopic perspective on
contemporary Afghan society and presents a broad
take on Afghan photography itself.
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AFGHAN TALES

THE EXHIBITION
Afghan Tales presents a new perspective on the complexities of contemporary
Afghanistan, introducing a strong selection of some of the best contemporary
Afghan photography. Seeing Afghanistan through the eyes of Afghan photographers enables a rarely achieved intimate presence in moments, processes, and
conflicts in both public and private spheres, bringing a sensitivity to the significance of everyday life and the conditions formative to their strategies and events.

Afghanistan is a complex and contested territory, both
literally speaking and in the realm of discourses and
representations. It is a country we all know of, but
only few of us know much about. However, this does
not mean that we do not already have relatively established expectations and ideas about what kind of a
place Afghanistan is, and what it is not. Often Afghanistan is portrayed through stories of violent conflicts,
surpressed burqa clad women, and complex tribalism,
commonly contextualised by hostile rural surroundings. Or through images of folkloric richness encapsulated in landscapes of rough breathtaking beauty,
promoting a more romanticised idea of Afghanistan.
As such, the lens of the camera has to a certain extent
exoticised Afghanistan as a country foremost represented by a mixture of folklorism, religious extremism,
and war inscribed sceneries. None of these are in themselves untrue, but nor are they representative in their
singularity. Contemporary Afghan society is much more
diverse, contradictory, and complex in its ongoing processes of change than we normally see. This is also the
case of contemporary Afghan photography, which has
experienced a strong and exciting revitalisation since
the fall of the Taliban regime. After having suffered an
almost decade long ban on photography, Afghanistan
has witnessed the rise of a new generation of photographers, working and developing alongside more experienced Afghan as well as international photographers. It
is with this reinvigoration of Afghan photography that
Afghan Tales takes its point of departure. Not only is
it interesting to compose an exhibition about Afghanistan exclusively including the work of Afghan photographers, furthermore, the incorporation of different
photographic practices provides an additional layer to

the narratives. The practice by which the photograph is
contextualised also offers an insight into the norms and
spectre of contemporary Afghan society. For example,
what issues are possible to address in conceptual art
work, and to what extent can societal norms be challenged. There have been examples of work being submitted to the Afghan Tales archive, only to subsequently
be recalled out of fears for repercussions, should they
be published at the wrong moment. It is with a special
sensitivity to the act of balancing one’s own position
within shifting and contradicting conditions that Afghan photographers and artists must operate.

Unlike the professional community of globally operating press photographers that work within time-limited touchdowns covering certain types of stories, local
photographers observe and document their surroundings through long-term involvement. This entails a different sensibility towards the less spectacular stories
that might be difficultly sold to international newsrooms and editorials, yet these are stories that can be
hugely formative to Afghan everyday life. Moreover,
the confidentiality the Afghan photographers behold
with their own cultures and social codes provides
them with a privileged position that sometimes enables them to obtain access to otherwise closed circles.
But operating as a photographer in Afghanistan is far
from risk-free. In some areas simply carrying a camera
can put your life at risk. Several of the photographers
in the Afghan Tales exhibition have first-handedly experienced the unsafe terrain of photographic practice.
Many have experienced death threats, been put under
arrest, and even kidnapped. Sometimes because of
the stories they were pursuing, and sometimes merely

on the basis of a prevailing suspicion and resistance
against photography, which still keeps a stronghold in
some areas.

“

’It is not easy to be a photographer in Afghanistan and
you face a lot of problems. You are covering different
stories, and if that story goes against some particular group, or some powerful people, then you are in
trouble. It is the survival of the fittest, those who have
power will survive.’

These words are spoken by Barat Ali Batoor, the
photographer behind the documentary series Bacha
Baazi (Dancing Boys). A series that investigates the
phenomenon ’Bacha Bereesh’ (Boys without Beards),
where powerful men take on young boys and have
them dress as women, keeping them as dancers for
entertainment. A practice often involving sexual exploitation too. Although this cultural phenomenon has
become more common during recent years, there are
influential groups in Afghan society that do not wish
for it to be openly talked about. As a consequence Barat
Ali Batoor received death threats after his series was
published in the Washington Post, and he found himself forced to flee Afghanistan. Another contributing
photographer, Mumtaz Khan Chopan, was kidnapped
by the Taliban simply for being a photographer.

“

’That was the day I thought could be the last day for
me on Earth. I had heard that when they find something suspicious, they are going to shoot you on the
spot. But luckily they didn’t do that with me.’

He managed to escape, but lost his camera. The stories of repercussions are numerous, yet the photographers continue their work. In spite of different attitudes towards what type of stories are important to
bring to attention, all photographers involved in Afghan Tales share a sense of responsibility to partake
in the development of their society. Giving voice to
those who are otherwise not heard as well as contributing in raising social and political critique is important. As Mumtaz Khan puts it:

“

’I want to show the reality of society, the things that
people don’t care about or don’t want to understand.’

But there is also a desire to show the positive sides of
Afghanistan, giving significance to the cultural diversity and everyday life and events. This not only brings
more nuance to the portrayal of Afghanistan in an international context, but also helps the Afghan people
itself to better understand the society in which they
live. Mohammed Ibrahim Wahid is one of the photographers that seek to capture the important moments
of positivity in everyday life:

“

’I like assignments that involve the general population and daily life, because there is life behind it. (…)
Yes, there is war, poverty and corruption in Afghanistan, no one can deny that, but there is also a normal
daily life and good things are happening too.’

For the female photographers their mere choice of
profession and the untraditional life style it entails is
in itself a statement. They mark the coming of a new
generation of women that seek to liberate themselves
from the repressive attitudes that still dominate much
of the public discourse towards women, even after the
fall of the Taliban regime. The problematics of gender
inequality are ripe with strife and not surprisingly often the object of artistic critique, addressed both by
male and female photographers. The symbolic impact
of living as an independent artistically expressive
woman is not something that is taken lightly by Afghanistan’s young female artists. As Rada Akbar says it:

“

’As a female Afghan artist I am responsible for serving my people and convincing our society that Afghan
women are in the position to work in this field and
gain achievements.’

Approaching contemporary Afghan photography entails engagement with a multitude of artistic expressions as well as a multitude of personal stories and
attitudes towards what Afghan photography is and
should be. As such, Afghan Tales has a truly kaleidoscopic character, embracing contradictory stances as
readily as the power of the autonomous narrative of a
single image or a conceptually conceived series. It is
from this copious position that Afghan Tales invites
us along to an intimate and challenging meeting with,
perhaps, a different and more diverse kind of Afghanistan than we would have expected.
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It was day.
The ice on the ground was melting. The smell of earth had not yet infested
the muddy streets of Kabul. We were walking aimlessly from one ruin to
the next, one street to the next, one neighbourhood to the next.
– ‘What shall I start with?’
– ‘With a look.’

And that day, we did nothing but look. And what we saw was wounds:
wounded walls, glances, souls, wounding in friendships and enmities,
wounding with words, wounding in the very heart of the wound…
– ‘I want to photograph these wounds.’

– ‘Great photographers have been here before you, and taken magnificent
photos of these wounds.’

1

– ‘But I am not looking for beauty. I want to recreate the experience a
person has when he looks at a scar. Every time we see a scar, we cannot
help but think back to the pain.’
– ‘If it is your own scar.’

– ‘Well, perhaps it is my own scars that I’m looking to find.’
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(UNAMA). After participating in two pho-

public information officer with the United

lessly explains her views. She has a special

Nations Assistance Mission in Afghanistan

eye for portraiture and daily life and through

tography training workshops organized by

province of Bamyan. Amina Hassani became

A b d u lla H S hayagan

gram in Bamyan.

tary Photography Grant for his photo essay
about Afghan Hindus and Sikhs.

UNAMA in 2011 and 2012, he now conducts

member of 3rd Eye Photojournalism Centre
after completing a three-month training pro-

prestigious Open Society Institute Documen-

photojournalism workshops for university
students. Fraidoon Poya has worked as a re-

porter, photographer, and camera man for the
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1983, Malistan district,
Ghazni province, Afghanistan 

1981, Kart-e-Now, Kabul,
Afghanistan

After finishing primary school, Abdullah Sh-

Basir Seerat is an important voice in social

Fardin Waezi began exploring photography at

fellow college students Shayagan established

documentary film as his form of expression.

the collapse of the Taliban regime in 2001

1983, Bamyan Province,
Afghanistan 

(AINA). Since his graduation Fardin Waezi has

Hadi Morawej was forced to flee Afghanistan

tojournalism. His work has been published in

at the age of 18 with a Zenit 122 camera. He

ayagan enrolled in the English Literature De-

art, media and human rights activities in Af-

partment of Bamyan University. Together with

ghanistan. Seerat has used photography and

the Kanon Daneshjoyee Tafahom (Students

Understanding Centre), a centre for civil and
social training. His interest in photography be-

His documentary film “Little Afghanistan”

and “Bird Street is My Home” were shown
at the DOK Leipzig international festival for

gan during a three months journalism training

B arat A li B atoor
1983, Pakistan

documentary films, and at Documenta 13 in

Bamyan. He is now an active member of 3rd Eye

The family of Barat Ali Batoor was driven out

ised several times, and was kidnapped by the

program, which inspired him to enrol in the
3rd Eye photojournalism-training program in

and his work has been exhibited in Afghanistan
and abroad. Shayagan hopes that in the future he
will be able to mix media with social activism.

of Afghanistan during civil war and most of his
ethnic group, the hazaras, were massacred.
He returned to his ancestral country for the

first time after September 11, 2001, when the
Taliban regime was still in Kandahar despite

the U.S. campaign to oust them. After seeing

the devastation and destruction of 23 years of

war he decided to work for his country and to
draw the worlds attention to the plight of the
Afghan people and the problems facing the

country. He chose photography as his medium

Kassel, Germany. In recent years Basir Seerat

has experienced beeing attacked and terrorTaliban in 2004. After escaping the Taliban he

continued his work in media, human rights,
and arts and culture and has been playing an
important role in the development of governance and democracy in Afghanistan. In 2012

A m ina H assani
1990, Shahidan District,
Bamyan province, Afghanistan

course at the Afghan Media and Culture Centre

and exhibited internationally. Most recently

his work was presented at a solo show at the
British Museum in London.

Amina Hassani’s father was killed by the Tali-

ban during the war and her mother died soon
after, which left Amina Hassani alone with her

younger brother. Perhaps this is the reason

Essay category. Recently Barat Ali Batoor has
participated in TED talks in Sydney, Australia.
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1974, Kabul, Afghanistan

During the Mujahideen rule Gulbuddin Elham

he received his first award as human rights

was chief photographer for Kabul Weekly,

artist and activist from the Image and Voice of

Afghanistan’s first independent newspaper.

Hope Organization in New York. Basir Seerat´s

When the Taliban came to power he fled to

photographic and cinematic work has been

Iran and then Pakistan, returning to Afghani-

exhibited widely in Afghanistan and abroad.

stan in 2001.

Gulbuddin Elham has spent

three years studying under renowned National Geographic photographers Reza and

Fraidoon Poya graduated from the Journal-

Year in 2013 where he also won the Best Photo

Taliban regime. Here he took up photography

60 students the skills and techniques of phoseveral magazines and newspapers worldwide,

ism Faculty of Herat, Afghanistan in 2007. He

has since 2004 been documenting different
aspects of Afghanistan as a reporter and photographer, exploring subjects such as poverty,

violence, gender norms and stereotypes. Frai-
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as a young boy and lived in Iran during the

joined AINA as an instructor and trained over

from New York’s Open Society institute in

2009, and won the Nikon-Walkley Photo of the

internationally.

Fardin Waezi joined the photojournalism
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worldwide. He received a photography grant

work has been exhibited in Afghanistan and

Afghan people through his photographs. After

have been internationally exhibited and pub-

lished in several magazines and newspapers

Agence France-Presse from 2004 - 2006. His

a young age, expressing life and hardship of the

of expression and launched his first solo exhibition in 2007. Barat Ali Batoor’s photographs

Associated Press from 2006 – 2010, and for

Manoocher Deghati, and subsequently began

teaching photography courses at AINA Film
and Photojournalism Institute. He returned
to his position at Kabul Weekly, covering eve-

rything from the country’s first presidential
election to the daily lives and struggles of

the Afghan people. His work has also been
published in the New York Times, Reuters,

Harvard’s Neimen Reports, and many other

publications. In 2013 he was awarded the

now resides in Afghanistan again and is an active freelance photographer while also working as a graphic designer.
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staff photographer Jan Grarup in Kabul. Hanan

Reza Sahel is a founding member of 3rd Eye

tionship and communication office.

Eye in Bamyan and Kabul. Mohammad Reza Sa-

Photojournalism Centre, and has served as a

is also working for the National Assembly as

teacher in training programs conducted by 3rd

a photojournalist with the Parliament’s rela-
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1989 Ghazni, Afghanistan

1986, Urozgan province,
Afghanistan 

At the age of 8 Hanifa Alizada was forced to

enth grade, so after the US intervention in

the political field of development and social

Moha mm a d
Dawoo d Wassl

a deeper insight into Afghan culture, and as

1975, Bamiyan province,
Afghanistan  

of receiving further education than the sev-

2002 Hanifa Alizada and her family returned
to Afghanistan in search for better education-

al opportunities. She finished her high school
education and enroled at the Beaconhouse

National University (BNU) in Pakistan, which
allowed her to experiment with different art

forms. It was here her interest in photography as an art form caught her attention. Han-

ifa Alizada is a lecturer at the Faculty of Fine

variety of legal organizations, mainly within

justice. Sharing his photography through
the media is his contribution to facilitating

such Jaward Hamdard Kia hopes to contribute to a global cultural dialogue. His work

has been published in magazines, newspapers, and websites such as the BBC and the
Kabul Press.

Mohammad Dawood Wassl considers photography an important way to express himself and
reflect the aspects of people’s lives and activities. “My hope is that my photos will change

the way people judge and observe themselves,

photographer but in 2010 he enroled in the
journalism course at Ibn-e Sina University in

Kabul, where he kept an emphasis on photog-

raphy and storytelling. Mohammed Ibrahim

Wahid runs a photo based website and the
photoblog Kabul My Capital. Here he aims to

show a different face of Afghanistan, that does
not focus on roadside and suicide bombings.

Redirecting: East artist residency in Warsaw,
Poland, 2013.

Jaw i d H anan
1991, Panjab district of Bamyan,
Afghanistan

Jawid Hanan is a student at the Faculty of Fine

Arts at Kabul University. In 2007 he studied
the basic photography techniques and photojournalism rules at the Afghan Media and Cul-

ture Centre (AINA), and in 2012 he attended
a one-week workshop with New York Times

as a painter. He later developed his photo-

M um ta z Khan Chopan 
1991, Ghazni Province,
Afghanistan 

During the civil war Mumtaz Khan Chopan

and his family left Afghanistan and moved to

Pakistan. Here he completed his primary education at Noor School and several years later

Already as a teenager Mumtaz discovered his
talent and interest in art and painting, and
he is now studying at the Faculty of Fine Arts

at Kabul University. He has participated in a

in Afghanistan and internationally.

Together exhibition. She is the winner of the

bul University where he foremost practiced

secondary school at Gawharshad High School.

BBC websites, and he has exhibited his work

in the World Bank’s Imagining Our Future

himself through art as an arts student at Ka-

war, Pakistan. He started out as a self-taught

been published in the Kabul Press and the

nationally exhibited, and she has participated

Najibullah Musafer first started expressing

ghanistan in 2002 after having fled to Pesha-

have of Afghanistan.” His photographs have

raphy workshops. Her work has been inter-

1963, Kabul, Afghanistan

Mohammed Ibrahim Wahid returned to Af-

and alter the negative image that foreigners

Arts at Kabul University and teaches photog-

N a j ib u llah M u safer

1983, Pakistan

Jawad Hamdard Kia has been working in the

to Iran. In Iran Afghan children were deprived

and internationally.

Moha m m e d
I brahi m Wahid

flee Afghanistan with her family and migrated

Central Highlands Region since 2005 with a

hel’s work has been exhibited in Afghanistan

number of group exhibitions in Afghanistan.

Moha m m a d R e z a Sahel
1986, Qarabagh District,
Ghazni province, Afghanistan  

Mohammed Reza Sahel was trained in photog-

raphy and photojournalism by photographer
Najibullah Musafer. He has studied documen-

tary filmmaking and directed his first film in
2010. He has been working as a freelance photographer with clients such as the BBC, Radio

of German Voice, and Demo Tex. Mohammad

graphic skills and techniques with the help

of Kate Clarke during the Taliban regime. In
2002 he held a large solo exhibition explor-

ing Afghanistan during the tough years of
war. Najibullah Musafer is now the director

of 3rd Eye Film and Photojournalism Center
and is teaching and conducting photography

workshops and independent classes all over
Afghanistan. His work has been published in

several magazines and exhibited in Afghanistan and internationally.
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education. In 2009 he joined the Afghan Media
and Culture Centre, AINA. After completing

a line of different photography courses and

workshops he got his first job as a staff photographer for the United Nations Assistance

Mission in Afghanistan (UNAMA). Zekria Gu-
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1991, Ghazni province,
Afghanistan

1984, Parwan province,
Afghanistan

Nasim Seyamak studied primary and secondary

Reza Sepehri was only a small child when

graduated from Habibia High School in 2009.

other Afghan refugees in Iran, Reza Sepehri

schools in Ghazni province. After the collapse
of the Taliban regime he moved to Kabul and
Nasim Seyamak is now studying to become a
film director at the Faculty of Fine Arts at Kabul

University. He is also an active member of 3rd
Eye Film and Photojournalism Centre.

the civil war forced him and his family to flee
the country and migrate to Iran. Unlike most

completed his schooling in the best Iranian
state schools. He returned to Afghanistan in

2010 with a degree in electrical engineering

and started working for the national media.
He got into photography after attending some
photography- and filmproduction courses
arranged by 3rd Eye Film and Photojournalism Centre and Afghan Cultural House. Soon

after he joined 3rd Eye and started working
as technical manager and photographer. Since

R oqia A lav i

S u lai m an E d rissy

Roqia Alavi lived as a refugee in Iran until she

1983, Karte 4, Kabul,
Afghanistan

was 16 years old. In 2002, upon the collapse of

the Taliban, the family returned to the Mazar

Sulaiman Edrissy is a self-taught photogra-

husband, that she started a new life with photog-

provinces in Afghanistan. He believes that

Sharif province in Afghanistan. It was after being
given a photography training workshop by her
raphy. She believes that photography can initiate

a revolution and lead to greater social trans-

formations. She wishes to contribute to a more
diverse image of Afghanistan that focuses less

on the negative aspects on which foreign media
usually report. Unlike many other women of her
time she does not want to stay silent because silence leads to being trapped, she says.

2010 he has been traveling to Afghanistan’s

provinces and rural areas to provide photo-

art. She first started as a painter but then gained

interest in documenting everyday life of the Afghan people with her camera. Rada Akbar has
made two documentary films exploring the life

and hardships of Afghan women. Her documen-

tary film Shattered Hopes was selected for the
Panorama Hindukusch Film Festival in Cologne,

Germany in 2009. Her photographic and art work
has been exhibited internationally.

hibited his photographs internationally.

graphing everyday life in Kabul and different

people need photography to help them understand what is going on in the world. His goal

is to create a large collection of work that presents Afghanistan through the art of photography by showing the natural beauty and the

spirit of his country and its people. Sulaiman

Edrissy finished a BA in Business Administration in 2011, and is currently working as
a project analyst with the Asian Development
Bank in Afghanistan.
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Atiq Rahimi is a highly acclaimed French-Afghan writer and filmmaker. Following the So-

viet invasion he fled to Pakistan, and in 1985
he obtained political asylum in France. Atiq Ra-

himi has written several novels amongst which
is the Prix Goncourt winning Syngué Sabour,
which he in collaboration with Jean-Claude

zations. Sepehri’s work has been internation-

Carrière also adapted for his 2012 feature film

ally exhibited.

of the same name. He has furthermore directed
the award winning feature film Earth and Ashes
that was based on his debut novel of the same

1988, Afghanistan 

Rada Akbar has always expressed herself through

independent Afghan newspaper, and has ex-

pher and first began his work in 2007 photo-

graphs for national and international organi-

R a d a A kbar

listani currently works for Kabul Weekly, an

name. In 2002 Atiq Rahimi returned to Afghanistan for the first time since his exile began

S a d eq N aseri
1980, Mashhad, Iran

After finishing his education Sadeq Naseri
returned to Afghanistan when the civil war

Zekria G u listani
1985, Kabul, Afghanistan

ended. As a journalist for radio Seda-e-Javan

During the Taliban regime Zekria Gulistani

problems. The experience made him confident

tion. In 2002 the family returned to Afghani-

in Bamyan, Naseri provided written and oral

news despite the extreme social and security
enough to deal with serious political issues.

and his family migrated to Pakistan where he

achieved his primary and secondary educastan and Zekria Gulistani completed his higher

17 years earlier. Here he reengaged with the
streets of Kabul through a photographic project

using a 105 year old box camera. Several of the

photos were later acquired by the Victoria and
Albert Museum, London, UK. For seven years he
worked together with young Afghan filmmak-

ers and scriptwriters, and also became artistic counselor for the Afghan television channel TOLO TV.

Commerce and Culture is a social enterprise that connects

creative people from the global south to the global market, aiming to dramatically improve their professional op-

portunities. To pursue this goal we team up with select

partners and work with a number of projects designed to

stimulate income generation, promotion, education, and
intercultural dialogue.
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